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Types of interactions between 
condensate constituents
2. Ataxin-2
4. Transcription initiation factor TFIID subunit 1





















































































Group 7 (2-7%) - variable functions; medium to high proline content;
The ability of linear chains of amino acids to fold into the 3-dimensional structure governs biological function adhering to the structure-function postulate. The proteins that lack a three-dimensional shape or contain regions of
intrinsic disorder within its sequence are called intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs). IDPs are associated with large fraction of charged, hydrophilic and disorder-promoting amino acids, which deprive the protein of the ability to
fold without impairing its functional state. Many proteins were shown to undergo phase separation in vitro and in vivo over the years; however, the molecular processes that govern phase transitions in eukaryotic cells remain largely
unknown. In this project, the bioinformatic analysis of intrinsically disordered proteins in Drosophila melanogaster was performed to examine distribution of the disordered content and the amino acid compositional bias. Genetic line
diagrams and a primer design for the selected proteins were completed as part of the future work analysis. The findings of the bioinformatic analysis and potential laboratory experiment will contribute to our understanding of
molecular principles behind phase separation and its application in human disease.
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